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This paper presents variational and extremum principles for pairs of coupled 
linear equations. The results are illustrated by several examples arising in 
mathematical physics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pairs of coupled differential equations arise naturally in a number of 
physical problems, for example, Maxwell’s equations of the electromagnetic 
field 
2E/& = curl B -j, (1) 
-aBlat = curl E. (2) 
and the equations 
M(c?#/ax) = -V $I, (3) 
-M@ty/~x) = V2d + 1. (4) 
that occur in magnetohydrodynamics. Pairs of equations may also be 
generated of course by suitable reformulations of single equations; for 
example, the classical wave equation 
V’$ = (l/c2)@~/8t’) (5) 
is equivalent to the pair 
(llcwl~~) = VT 
(l/c)(alJ//at) = -v 2@, 
and other equations can be similarly treated. 
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Our purpose here is to provide variational formulations of equations like 
these. To do this in a compact manner and to exhibit the basic structure, we 
take the system of equations 
A$=Bv+ f, (8) 
A*W=C#+g, (9) 
which, with suitable definitions, contains the foregoing examples as special 
cases. We regard the functions ( and g as elements of a real Hilbert space 
H(4) with inner product ( , ), and the functions ly and f as elements of a 
real Hilbert space H(W) with inner product ( , ). The symbols A, A*, B, and 
C denote linear operators A: H(4) -+ H(y), A *: H(y) -+ H($), B: 
H(v) --t H(W), and C: Z-I(() -+ H(4) such that 
that is, A* is the adjoint of A, and B and C are selfadjoint with respect to 
II(ly) and H(#), respectively. 
Now we introduce the product space H(w) = H(v) x H(4) with elements 
w  = (g) and write 
d= (J*’ “0) 9= (: g, h=(i). (11) 
Then system (8) and (9) becomes the single equation 
(J&f-Aqw=h, (12) 
with a solution which we shall denote by wO. The space H(w) is a real 
Hilbert space with inner product { , \ defined by 
Iwi9 wjl = (Vi3 Wj) + (#i, #ji>v (13) 
where w[ = (z;). With the properties assumed in (10) it is readily seen that 
the operators J and 9 are both selfadjoint with respect to the space H(w). 
2. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
Since J and 9 are selfadjoint with respect to H(w), then so is A? - 3. 
Hence 
e(w)=(d-.9)w-h (14) 
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is a potential operator and consequently the gradient of a potential or action 
P(w) [cf. 1,2] which we find to be 
P(w) = f{w, (d - 9)w) - (h, w). (15) 
This provides a variational formulation of Eq. (12) since the stationary 
points of P(w) are those functions w0 that satisfy e(wO) = 0, that is, (12). 
Using (11) we may write the potential P(w) in terms of the component 
functions w  and 4, and we obtain 
P(‘+J> = f ltv, A#) + (9, A *vl>l - fh h4 - %, C#) - (A w) - (g, Q1) 
= Itly, 41, say. (16) 
The stationary value of the potential P(w) is 
P(w,)=~{w,,(~--)w,}-{(h,w,}=-f(h,w,) (171 
on using (12). In component form this gives 
ptwrJ> = -tu; w,> - f(g, (b,) = 4WOl9O)T (18) 
where w,, = ( s;) and where we have used (13). 
3. COMPLEMENTARY PRINCIPLES 
Associated with the above variational formulation are complementary 
principles which we now obtain. We work in the component spaces H(W) 
and H(4) of H(w). From (16) we have 
I,=A#-By/- f, (19) 
Im=A*v-Q-g, (20) 
where subscripts on Z denote abstract partial derivatives. So Eqs. (8) and (9) 
arise as the stationary conditions 
I* = 0, I, = 0. (21) 
Let (w,, 4,) be a critical point of Z(w, 4) so that 
Ir(Wo 9 9,) = 03 I,(wo 9 943) = 03 (22) 
and define the two sets of functions 
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whose intersection contains (v/,,, ),). Now restrict the action Z(w, $) to each 
of these subsets in turn, that is, form 
and 
Z(w, 74,) with (w,,#,) in a,, (25) 
Z(w* 3 $2) with (wz,&) in 0,. (26) 
By construction it follows that these two restricted forms of the action are 
each stationary at the critical point (wO, do), and because of the way they are 
constructed, the stationary results are said to be complementary [cf. 21. 
From their definitions we have 
Z(w,,$,)= (vl,,A9,)-f(~,,By/,)--f(~,,C~,)-- v*)-(g14,) 
with VI, =B-‘(A#, -f), giving 
z(yl,,~,)=f(A~,-f,B-‘(A~I-f))-f(~*,C~I)-(gY~I) (27) 
=a,) say, (28) 
and 
Z(w*, 42) = (#,+A *v/J - fh BW*) - h4, w  - u-3 wd - (g1@2> 
with 0, = C-‘(A *wz - g), giving 
w,, h) = +(A *w* - gy c-v *v/~ - d) - th BY,) - u ~1~) (29) 
= G(wJ say. (30) 
Here we are assuming that the inverses of B and C exist. 
4. EXTREMUM PRINCIPLES 
Under certain conditions the foregoing variational formulation for (8) and 
(9) can be strengthened to give associated extremum (maximum and/or 
minimum) principles. From the expressions (27) and (29) we see that if 
A,=AB-‘A-C>O, (31) 
then the minimum principle 
holds, and if 
f(wd z 4%) (32) 
A,=A*C-‘A*-B<O, (33) 
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then the maximum principle 
G(w& < G(u/o) (34) 
holds. If conditions (3 1) and (33) both hold we have the complementary 
extremum principles 
WV,) < G(w,,) = Z(vo, Q)o) =J($o) G 44,). (35) 
equality arising when wz = vO, 4, = 40. 
Simple sufficient conditions for (31) and (33) to be satisfied are given by 
B>O and c < 0. (36) 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We now apply these results to five particular cases including the three 
mentioned in the Introduction. First, we state the governing equations in 
each case, homogeneous boundary conditions being assumed throughout. 
5.1. Maxwell’s Equations 
The equations for the electromagnetic field (E, B) involve the pair 
aE/& = curl B -j, 
-aB/& = curl E in V, 
where j is the current vector and V is some region in 3-space. 
5.2. Fields in Conductors 
The field equations are 
v’qd = 0, 
V2A = -o V# in V, 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
where 4, A are the scalar and vector potentials and u is the conductivity. 
These equations will be replaced here by the equivalent pair 
grad d = curl A (41) 
-div A = u( in V. (42) 
409/90/2 19 
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5.3. Classical Waves 
To describe this case we take the pair 
(ww/~~) = VT 
-( l/c)(aV@t) = -V2#, 
which are equivalent to the wave equation 
v2g = (1/c’)(a’qb/ar’), 
c being assumed independent of t. 
5.4. Schriidinger Equation 
The Schriidinger equation is 
Hu = i(&/at). 
We suppose that H is a real linear operator and write 
u=b+iw, 4, w  real. 
Then (46) is equivalent to the pair 
c@/lBt = Hw 
-@//i?t = H#. 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
5.5. MHD Equations 
For this application we take the equations 
M(a#/ax) = -v21y, (50) 
--M(aly/ax) = v’qb + 1, (51) 
which arise in the description of certain magnetohydrodynamic channel flow 
problems, A4 being the Hartmann number. 
These five examples are special cases of the system of Eqs. (8) and (9), 
and we list the particular functions and operators in Table 1. Using the table 
we can readily construct the potential I(I,u,~) in each case and the 
complementary functionals J(#r) and G(v2). For examples 14 we obtain 
stationary results, those for example 1 agreeing with previous results [3,4]. 
For example 5 conditions (36) hold and hence we obtain complementary 
extremum principles in this case from (35). These extremum principles are 
equivalent to those obtained by Sloan [5] for (50) and (51). 
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